
The impact of the Slave Trade on Britain.   

Task:  Using the information below, take notes on the impact of the slave trade on each city.  

Bristol  

Bristol is situated beside the Bristol Channel which joins the Atlantic Ocean. Bristol 

developed into one of the major trading ports in Britain. Merchants became very rich 

through the sugar trade as sugar grown on European plantations was shipped to Bristol.  This 

created new industries and markets for the city.  Industries like ship building, banking and 

manufacturing to produce goods to trade for slaves in Africa grew.  There were also lots 

of new jobs because of the slave trade such as building the ships, sail–making and chefs 

and crew for the ships.   

 

Glasgow  

When the trade routes between Europe and the Americas were opened, the River Clyde 

allowed a trade in tobacco to boom. The journey from Glasgow to the USA took 20 days less 

than the journey from London. The shorter journey meant that almost half of the tobacco 

coming into Europe came through Glasgow.  The tobacco merchants (nicknamed ‘tobacco 

lords’) exchanged manufactured goods made in Glasgow like pottery and cloth in exchange 

for tobacco, which they then sold to the rest of Britain, and Europe, making huge profits.  

They bought large estates and plantations in the America’s and employed Scottish emigrants 

in every position, from estate/plantation managers, to slave drivers and overseers. In 

1735 sixty-seven ships sailed up the Clyde for destinations such as plantations in Virginia and 

Jamaica. This made Glasgow merchants some of the richest in Europe. Shipping and ship 

building also grew.   

 

Liverpool  

Liverpool earned £300,000 a year from the slave trade which was a huge amount back 

then.   Liverpool’s slave merchants rose to positions of power and influence in the town. At 

least 26 of Liverpool’s mayors between 1700 and 1820 were slave merchants.  The 

population also grew.  In 1700 Liverpool was a small fishing port of 5000 people. One 

hundred years later over 78,000 people lived and worked in Liverpool. Thousands of people 

found work because of slavery such as in cotton mills, ship building, carpentry, rope-

making, banking and sailors. 

London  

Because London was Britain’s major port, ships owned by London merchants dominated the 

trade during the 17th and early 18th centuries. Later, London's position was challenged by 

Bristol and then Liverpool.  The banking and insurance industry grew - the City of London 



provided the money for many slaving voyages and other London institutions insured cargoes 

and traded plantation goods.  
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